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Background

Human metapneumovirus (hMPV) is a member of the Metapneumovirus genus in the Pneumovirinae subfamily of the Paramyxoviridae family. The virus is transmitted between humans via direct or close contact and has a seasonality of infection similar to influenza and RSV. hMPV is the second most common cause of lower respiratory tract infections after RSV in young children. Most common causes for hospitalisation with hMPV are bronchiolitis and pneumonia. Mortality from hMPV occurs in 3.4–6.6% of hospitalised adults.

Because of its similarity to RSV and significant global morbidity and mortality, hMPV can be considered an attractive target for a new preventative vaccine.

This MarketVIEW product contains a comprehensive MS Excel-based model + summary presentation that forecasts the potential commercial value of hMPV monovalent vaccines and bivalent vaccines (with RSV) across the seven major markets until 2035. The model contains value ($ m) and volume (mio doses) predictions per vaccine type per with BASE/HIGH scenarios along with timeframe, pricing and penetration estimates for all target populations. The product also includes an in depth review of latest hMPV epidemiological trends, treatments/guidelines and latest developments in R&D. It discusses the pros and cons of pursuing a monovalent versus bivalent approach.

1 Live attenuated vaccines, subunit vaccines
**Methodology**

*VacZine Analytics* has closely monitored all significant source material pertaining to human metapneumovirus and related respiratory pathogens e.g. RSV. Source materials used are literature articles, government websites, medical bodies and associations, conference proceedings etc. Previously published research by *VacZine Analytics* in the field of novel vaccines has also been utilised.

**PRODUCT CONTENTS:**

Published June 2015 (CAT No: VAMV062)

****This product is composed of one forecast model (.xls) and a summary presentation (.pdf)
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For orders in the UK, VAT at 20.0% will be added to final invoice total
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VacZine Analytics – a trading division of Assay Advantage Ltd UK Company Number: 5807728 (Herein refered to as “The Company”). (Herein [enter client name] to as “The Client”).

1. This finished research product is provided as a Service. Any additional Service required by the client will be subject to a new proposal being prepared.
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VacZine Analytics is an established strategic research agency based in the United Kingdom. Its aim is to provide disease and commercial analysis for the vaccine industry and help build the case for developing new vaccines and biologics.
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